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Emirates to suspend all passenger flights amid COVID-19 outbreak
Emirates announced on Sunday (Mar 22) that it will “temporarily suspend" all its

passenger operations from Wednesday in light of the COVID-19 outbreak that

has forced countries to close their borders. The deadly coronavirus has caused

the world to go "into quarantine", affecting business for the airline, the chairman

Singapore Air's 'greatest challenge' prompts cuts affecting 10,000 
staff

Singapore Airlines (SIA) <SIAL.SI> will cut capacity by 96%, ground almost its

entire fleet and impose cost cuts affecting about 10,000 staff because of

coronavirus travel curbs it described as the "greatest challenge" it has ever

faced.The global aviation industry is struggling to absorb shocks from the

pandemic, with airlines across the world grounding fleets, placing thousands of

workers on unpaid leave and seeking state bailouts to survive the crisis..The

measures by SIA, majority owned by state investor Temasek, follow Singapore's

decision to close its borders to stem spread of the virus.

In Pictures—Airports Begin To Resemble Aircraft Graveyards
With airlines around the world grounding as much as 90% of their fleets,

airports are reaching capacity due to the amount of parked aircraft. Pictures are

emerging of some of the world's busiest international airports that resemble

some of the infamous airplane graveyards around the world. Images from

global aviation hubs are increasingly comparable to Victorville in California,

commonly known as aircraft graveyard. The last time scenes were comparable

to what we are currently seeing was after the September 11 terrorist attacks

where airspace was closed globally.

TSA Screeners Begin Staying Home En Masse After Agency 
Loosens Leave Rules

Hundreds of frontline screeners at the Transportation Security Administration are

opting to skip work over fear of contracting the novel coronavirus, sparking

concerns among some agency leaders of staffing shortfalls. The employees are

calling out or heading home after TSA Administrator David Pekoske said at a

virtual town hall that transportation security officers could use paid “weather and

and CEO of the Emirates Group Sheikh Ahmed Saeed Al Maktoum said. “Until January 2020, the Emirates

Group was doing well against our current financial year targets. But COVID-19 has brought all that to a

sudden and painful halt over the past six weeks," he added.

safety leave” if they felt uncomfortable coming to work. That announcement followed several TSA officers

around the country contracting the virus and dozens more being forced into quarantine. Top regional

officials are now sounding the alarm that hundreds of employees are staying home, and with little incentive

for screeners to continue working when they can simply request leave with no questions asked, the officials

expect the problem to only get worse.
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U.S. Domestic Passenger Flights Could Virtually Shut Down, 
Voluntarily or by Government Order
Major U.S. airlines are drafting plans for a potential voluntary shutdown of

virtually all passenger flights across the U.S., according to industry and

federal officials, as government agencies also consider ordering such a

move and the nation’s air-traffic control system continues to be ravaged by

the coronavirus contagion.

Plague of fire

Singapore Aviation Academy Course – 24 to 28 August 2020

This course provides you with the knowledge and

skills in aviation security auditing techniques to

effectively conduct compliance audits and manage

quality control programmes. It aims to enhance the

awareness of aviation security managers and

supervisors on auditing procedures and techniques

in line with the requirements of ICAO Annex

17(Security) and ICAO Document 8973 (Security

Manual). Check out https://saa.caas.gov.sg/

Several jihadist organizations are responding to the impact the virus. The

Taliban/IEA are most notable in distributing a statement that the

Coronavirus is the result of divine wrath and that the "threat" should be

confronted with measures in accordance with Islamic teachings, such as

praying and consulting the Quran. However, contrary to more jihadist

ideologies, the group also asked that civilians take care to heed the

precautions outlined by healthcare professionals. Moreover, the Taliban

are allowing aid workers to pass through their areas of control.

Boko Haram target military convoy
Boko Haram or Islamic State West Africa (ISWA) Target Military Convoy With

RPGs Killing 70 At Least Soldiers & Kidnapping Unknown Number of Others Near

Gorgi Village, Alagarno Area, Borno, Nigeria

2 more added to dozens of TSA workers nationwide positive for 
coronavirus in past 2 weeks
More than two dozen Transportation Security Administration workers from

airports across the U.S. have tested positive for coronavirus, according to the

Department of Homeland Security. On Tuesday, TSA began reporting the

confirmed cases of COVID-19 from only the past 14 days. As of Tuesday, 32

TSA employees had tested positive, including 25 screening officers and seven

others who have limited interaction with the traveling public. That total has

nearly tripled in the past week.As is the case with America in general, the New York area represented the

highest concentration of confirmed cases among TSA officers, with five at JFK International, four at Newark

Liberty International and one at LaGuardia.
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